CASE STUDY

Enterprise in need of stronger AV

**Need an AV system** that protects against advanced malware and ransomware

**Team members** can easily deploy without the help of IT

**Email alerts** provide real time updates

**Challenges**

- **Wanted high-level** layered security
- **Old AV system** didn’t protect enough against advanced malware and ransomware
- **Solution** had to be enterprise-class

**Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes**

- **Easy deployment**: Deployment was so simple on their Windows clients and servers that licenses were filled up almost immediately.
- **Efficient**: Almost anyone can set up and deploy Malwarebytes, so the IT team can focus on other projects.
- **Real time alerts**: Malwarebytes sends out email alerts so teams know if a system is added or needs to be looked at.
- **Valued relationships**: JusticeTrax feels like they are treated as a valued customer and the Malwarebytes team wants to make sure they have a positive experience.

**How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem**

- **Simplifies endpoint protection** without sacrificing flexibility or control
- **Eliminates malware** that other solutions miss
- **Gains flexibility** to instantly protect temporary virtual systems
- **Achieves confidence** in advanced protection that evolves in
We needed the power and flexibility of an enterprise-class solution without needing an enterprise-size team to manage it.
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